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December 2022 

Dear WEN Members and Supporters, 

It’s a pleasure to share with you this end-of year update to 

report and reflect on the activities and contributions of the 

Women in Economics Network in 2022.  

There’s a lot to cover! This reflects the dynamism and 

multitude of initiatives that WEN is delivering to our 

members and bringing to the wider economics profession 

in Australia.  

And it’s a reflection of the enthusiastic efforts, creativity 

and vision of the committee members behind these 

initiatives. To every WEN Committee Member who is 

voluntarily contributing your time, service and dedication 

to deliver these initiatives and be a part of the WEN 

community – thank you. Your contributions all add up to 

the widespread positive impacts that WEN is bringing. 

On behalf of the WEN National Committee, we hope that 

readers find this update informative and inspiring. And 

that our reflections of the year help affirm the sense of 

inclusion, respect and community that the network is 

striving to foster. 
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Re-uniting in person at the Australian Conference of Economists 

The economics community in Australia enjoyed a dynamic week of research 

insights, policy debate, collegial networking and rekindled friendships at the 

Australian Conference of Economists (ACE), which returned to an in-person 

event this year in Hobart, hosted by the Tasmania Branch of the ESA. 

Among the presenters, WEN Deputy Chair Dr Angela Jackson delivered a 

keynote address on the timely topic of a wellbeing budget, and 2021 ESA 

Young Economist of the Year Professor Stefanie Schurer shared her 

research insights into policy interventions in Indigenous communities. 

WEN’s contribution to the conference program included a special session 

on the topic of diversity and inclusion in economics, hosted by Dr Maria 

Yanotti  in her role as Chair of WEN Tasmania. The session featured guest 

panellists Dr Jacqui Dwyer from the RBA, Professor Swee Hoon Chuah from the University of Tasmania, 

WEN National Chair Dr Leonora Risse, and Dr Matthew Butlin who had a pivotal role in the creation of 

WEN during his time as ESA President.  

We also welcomed members and supporters to WEN’s networking lunch, hosted by Dr Mala Raghavan 

with guest speakers Mary Bennett, Professor Michelle Rendall and Dr Angela Jackson.  

In a progressive step initiated by Dr Maria 

Yanotti, this year’s ACE provided a ‘parents and 

carers room’ for conference participants. This is 

the first time that ACE has made this service 

available as a way of supporting more equitable 

opportunities for anyone with parental and 

caring responsibilities to participate in these 

important conference events. 

Thank you to Dr Paul Blacklow, Chair of ACE Organising Committee, for curating such an inclusive and 

collegial conference which reunited the economics community in Australia. We look forward to seeing 

WEN members again in Brisbane for ACE 2023. 
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Greater recognition of women in ESA Awards  

Each year, the Australian Conference of Economists provides the occasion 

to acknowledge the significant contributions of members of the 

economics community in Australia through the presentation of the ESA 

awards. 

This year WEN members were inspired to see several women honoured 

through the ESA Awards: Professor Beth Webster (recipient of the 

Distinguished Fellow Award), Karen Chester (recipient of the 

Distinguished Public Policy Fellow Award) and Professor Shuping Shi 

(recipient of the Young Economist Award). Philip Norman (recipient of 

the Honorary Fellow Award) was also recognised for his longstanding 

service to the ESA (and is also a steadfast supporter of WEN). We warmly 

congratulate all award recipients! 

Prior to WEN’s creation in 2017, only 2 women had ever received any of 

the ESA Awards. Since WEN was created, the network has been actively 

working to ensure that deserving female are among the shortlisted 

candidates. As Figure 1 illustrates, female recipients’ share has now risen 

notably.  

You can read more about recipients of the ESA awards on the WEN 

website. 

 

Table 1: Recipients of Economic Society of Australia Awards 
 

Distinguished 

Fellow Award 

Distinguished Public 

Policy Fellow Award 

Honorary Fellow 

Award 

Young Economist 

Award 

Year first awarded 1987 2014 2006 2007 

Before 2017     

Number of female recipients 2 0 0 0 

Total number of recipients  29 3 11 5 

Female share (%) 7% 0% 0% 0% 

Since 2017 

    

Number of female recipients 3 2 1 4 

Total number of recipients  6 6 6 5 

Female share (%) 50% 33% 17% 80% 

All years up to 2022 

    

Number of female recipients 5 2 1 4 

Total number of recipients  35 9 17 10 

Female share (%) 14% 22% 6% 40% 

Source: ESA 

 

https://esawen.org.au/about-us-item/22402/awards
https://esawen.org.au/about-us-item/22402/awards
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Welcome to the new President of the ESA 

With Danielle Wood’s term as President of the Economic Society of Australia 

(ESA) drawing to a close in 2022, WEN warmly welcomes Dr Catherine de 

Fontenay as the new ESA President. Catherine currently serves as a 

Commissioner at the Productivity Commission and previously held academic 

positions at the University of NSW and the University of Melbourne, and visiting 

positions at Stanford and New York University.  

Danielle’s appointment at ESA President in 2019 – the first woman to be appointed to this role in the ESA’s 

94-year history – will always be a significant chapter for ESA’s history. Catherine’s appointment has taken 

women’s share of ESA Presidents from 1 out of 39, to 2 out of 40. This is progress! 

WEN was created with the support of the ESA and we look forward to continuing to collaborate with the 

ESA under Catherine’s leadership.  

Female university economics enrolments are on the rise 

In an illuminating speech recently delivered by RBA 

Educational Advisor Dr Jacqui Dwyer, titled “A Matter of 

Diversity”, new data on student enrolments in economics 

revealed an uptick in female students’ enrolment in 

economics at Australian universities in recent year. This is 

both in absolute numbers and as a percentage of all 

students. This is a promising sign that WEN is helping to 

make a difference through inspiring more female students 

to take an interest in the field.  

However, the RBA data also shows that females’ share of 

secondary school enrolments in economics are still 

declining, as is the share of share of students from lower 

socioeconomic backgrounds. These are areas where WEN 

will continue to focus on in our student outreach initiatives. 

Beyond the numbers, Dr Dwyer’s speech paid tribute to the 

significant contributions that some of Australia’s most 

eminent economists have made to the profession, in part 

as a result of their unique personal backgrounds and 

upbringings. Many of the economists profiled in this article 

came from remote geographic regions or disadvantaged 

backgrounds or had experienced other forms of hardships 

that shaped their perspectives on life and their approach 

to economics.  

These heartening stories provide a powerful illustration of 

the value of diversity in economics brings. They offer a 

reminder to all of us that our personal uniqueness is our 

strength, and that’s why diversity in economics matters. 

Source: Charts provided to WEN by the RBA. Reproduced 

with permission. Further details are available in Dwyer, J. 

(2022) ‘A Matter of Diversity’, RBA, Speech delivered to 

Macquarie University, 28 September 2022. 

https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2022/sp-so-2022-09-

28.html 

https://esacentral.org.au/about-us-item/16558/history-of-the-esa
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2022/sp-so-2022-09-28.html
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2022/sp-so-2022-09-28.html
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Sharing the story of how WEN was created 

A team from the inaugural WEN committee have documented the story of WEN, including the research 

evidence that guided the development of WEN’s initiatives and measures of WEN’s impact. 

The paper, ‘Lifting Diversity and Inclusion in Economics: How the Australian Women in Economics Network 

Put the Evidence into Action’, written by Rebecca Cassells, Leonora Risse, Danielle Wood and Duygu 

Yengin, is available as an open access publication in Economic Papers. We thank the Editor Professor 

Guay Lim for accepting our contribution of this journal. 

An extended version of this paper, which provides further insights on the practical steps taken to create 

WEN and includes supplementary analysis of WEN’s impact, is available on the WEN website: Taking action 

to improve gender equality in economics: The creation and impact of the Women in Economics Network 

in Australia 

Collecting data on women in economics 

WEN has been actively collecting a range of statistics on women in economics and making this data 

available through our publications and presentations.  

Our data collection includes undertaking our own count of women’s share of economics academics in 

Australian universities. This information was sourced from university websites between April and July 2022, 

and based on non-sessional staff (see Figure 2).  

WEN’s analysis found that, overall, women currently make up 29% of academic economists in Australia’s 

economic departments. This is up from 21% in 2016. But women are still under-represented at senior 

academic ranks, comprising only 17% of professors. 

When disaggregated by university department, WEN detected there are still some economics departments 

in Australia that appear to have no female academics at professorial ranks and some have no female 

academics at all. A detailed breakdown is available in this paper. 

Figure 2: Gender composition of academics in economic departments in Australian universities, 2022 

Source: WEN. Data is based on the staff profiles of 29 universities that have an economics department and for which relevant information 

was available on the university’s website. This figure is based on academics in economics departments and excludes academics in other 

research centres within universities. An expanded analysis which includes academics in other research centres is available in the WEN 

paper. A limitation of this analysis is that is based on binary classifications of gender, and analysis beyond binary classification is an area 

for further attention. 
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WEN’s data collection includes measures of WEN’s 

impact. Since WEN was created in 2017, women’s share 

of ESA membership has doubled and been sustained at 

over 40%.  

We highlight that this membership data is not just about a 

headcount: we also interpret these figures as a sign that 

more women feel a sense of affiliation with their 

profession. 

We have also used Census data to gain a broader statistical 

picture of Australia’s economics profession. As shown in 

Figure 5, women’s share of all economists in Australia has 

risen slightly over time and now sits at 35%. A shout out to 

all 1,209 female economists out there! 

As many people who work in the economics profession do not have an official job title of economist, we 

also looked at the number of people who hold an economics qualification. Presented in Figure 6, we see 

that women make up 40% of all economic qualification-holders in Australia. 

 

Figure 5: Gender composition of economists in Australia, 2006 to 2021 

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, Table Builder. Count of people who report Economist as their occupation.  

 

Figure 6: Gender composition of economics qualification-holders in Australia, 2006 to 2021 

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, Table Builder. Count of people who hold a post-school educational qualification and 

report Economics or Econometrics as their field of study. 
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WEN’s annual events 

A highlight in the WEN calendar is the annual Women in Economics Mentoring Retreat which provides 

an opportunity for WEN members to learn from and be inspired by senior mentors, and to form collegial 

bonds and friendships with fellow WEN members. The retreat was made possible due to the enormous 

organising efforts of Catie Bradbear and the generosity of time and wisdom offered by the Senior Mentors 

Laura Berger-Thomson, Natasha Doherty, Dr Karen Hooper, Dr Angela Jackson, Professor Maria 

Racionero and Melissa Wells and guest speaker Annie O’Rourke.   

To the organisations who generously sponsored to the WEN retreat – Australian Government 

Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Treasury, Productivity Commission, Reserve 

Bank of Australia, Deloitte Access Economics and EY – many thanks for your generous support and 

endorsement. We greatly appreciate this opportunity to collaborate with you as a way to foster a more 

equitable, diverse and dynamic economics profession in Australia. 

 

WEN’s Australian Gender Economics Workshop (AGEW) for 2022 was hosted 

by the ANU Crawford School of Public Policy, led by the wonderful organising 

efforts of Kristen Sobeck (ANU and ACT WEN). Our thanks to ANU Vice-

Chancellor Professor Brian Schmidt and Crawford School Interim Director 

Professor Fiona Yap for their personal endorsement and support of AGEW. 

Our keynote speakers Professor Guyonne Kalb (University of Melbourne) and 

Professor Núria Rodríguez-Planas (City University of New York, Queens 

College). Each year AGEW brings together researchers and policymakers 

through a Policy Symposium, which this year featured Danielle Wood (Grattan 

Institute), Alicia Payne MP (Federal Member of Parliament for Canberra) and 

Claudia Maclean (Women’s Legal Centre ACT).  

AGEW was made possible thanks to the generosity of our sponsors –  Department of the Prime Minister 

and Cabinet, Australian Treasury, Parliamentary Budget Office, Productivity Commission, ANZ, ANU 

Tax and Transfer Policy Institute and ACT Branch of Economic Society of Australia. We thank our 

sponsors for recognising the value that AGEW brings through showcasing the latest research on gender 

equality and connecting the academic research community to policymakers, industry and community 

groups as a way to facilitate evidence-based policymaking.  
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Calendar of WEN events for the year 

Along with national events, our WEN’s State and Territory 

Branches have hosted a range of fantastic local activities, 

including coffee catch ups, book clubs, local mentoring 

programs, and guest speaker events and panel discussions.  

Recordings for some of these WEN webinar events are available 

for online viewing on WEN’s YouTube channel. These include: 

Who has COVID left behind?, Gender Responsive Budgeting Part 

1, Gender Responsive Budgeting Part 2, Women’s economic 

opportunities, and Women’s under-representation in economics: 

Exploring the confidence gap.  

The full range of WEN’s webinars also encompass presentations on the topics of  Climate change – What 

do economists think? , How can economics contribute to Indigenous Reconciliation, Behavioural 

Economics, and Is GDP the right measure of wellbeing?. 

 
Event  Speakers Host Branch 

AARES Conference: Women in 
Economics sessions (7-11 Feb 
2022) 

Networking event Organised by the 
AARES Conference 
Committee 

Women’s Labour Market, 
Institutions and Social Norms: 
Workshop (9 Feb 2022) 

Professor Núria Rodríguez-Planas (City University of 
New York, Queens College) 

Hosted by National 
WEN in partnership 
with ANU Crawford 
School of Public Policy 

Australian Gender Economics 
Workshop AGEW 2022  
(10-11 Feb 2022) 

Keynote speakers Professor Guyonne Kalb 
(University of Melbourne) and Professor Núria 
Rodríguez-Planas (City University of New York, 
Queens College) and Policy Symposium Speakers 
Danielle Wood (Grattan Institute), Alicia Payne MP 
(Federal Member of Parliament for Canberra), 
Claudia Maclean (Women’s Legal Centre ACT), 
Kristen Sobeck (ANU), plus workshop presenters 

Hosted by National 
WEN in partnership 
with ANU Crawford 
School of Public Policy 

WEN Writing Competition 
Workshop (23 Feb 2022) 

Catherine Fox (Author) Hosted by NSW WEN 

Commemorating 5 years of WEN 
initiatives, impact and inspiration 
(21 March 2022) 

Members of inaugural WEN Committee: Danielle 
Wood, Associate Professor Duygu Yengin, Dr Mala 
Raghavan and Dr Tina Rampino, Dr Leonora Risse, 
with Professor Deborah Cobb-Clark (original 
Mentor) 

Hosted by National 
WEN 

WEN Coffee and Reconnect (5 
April 2022) 

Networking event Hosted by Vic WEN 

WEN Media Workshop (7 April 
2022) 

Team of ABC News Journalists, Dr Angela Jackson 
(WEN), Dr Leonora Risse (WEN) 

Hosted by National 
WEN in partnership 
with ABC News 

Women’s under-representation in 
economics: Exploring the 
“confidence gap” (8 April 2022) 

Joyce Tan (RBA), Isabelle Layton (WEN), Dr Leonora 
Risse (WEN) 

Hosted by National 
WEN 

NSW Government's Women's 
Economic Opportunities Review, 
Panel discussion (12 April 2022) 

Sam Mostyn (Chief Executive Women), Jillian Kilby 
(The Infrastructure Collaborative), Professor Hayley 

Hosted by NSW WEN 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBbQKCS_mk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlTqLr99-gE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlTqLr99-gE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HysH3yeSGD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qdsvD3MQwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qdsvD3MQwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjARTPO12Dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjARTPO12Dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oc9dvEnFmW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oc9dvEnFmW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtYrKf_CxFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlIdE-Qio5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlIdE-Qio5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99NU0OQhTgo
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Fisher (Uni of Sydney), Professor Marian Baird (Uni 
of Sydney), Dr Janin Bredehoeft (WGEA) 

Skilled Migration, WEN with Wine 
Event (27 April 2022) 

Gabriela D’Souza (CEDA) Hosted by WA WEN 

Starting a career in economics: 
stories from early and mid-career 
economists (3 May 2022) 

Eliza Littleton (Australia Institute), Cecilia Karmel 
(Australian Treasury), Christine Ma (Deloitte Access 
Economics), Tyler Reysenbach (Department of the 
Prime Minister and Cabinet) 

Hosted by ACT WEN 

Credible Economist WEN Writing 
Competition: Winners 
Announcement 

Catherine Fox (Author), Dr Leonora Risse (WEN), 
Rhiannon Yetsenga (WEN), Evie Fox Koob (WEN) 

Hosted by NSW WEN 

Lifting diversity and inclusion in 
the economics profession: What 
is proving to work? Australian 
Conference of Economists 
(ACE2022) WEN Special Session 
(12 July 2022) 

Dr Leonora Risse (WEN & RMIT), Professor Swee-
Hoon Chuah (Uni Tas), Dr Jacqui Dwyer (RBA), Dr 
Matthew Butlin (former ESA President), Dr Maria 
Yanotti (WEN Tas & Uni Tas) 

Organised by National 
WEN Committee and 
Tas WEN 

WEN Lunch Panel Discussion, 
Australian Conference of 
Economists (ACE2022)  
(13 July 2022) 

Dr Angela Jackson (WEN & Impact Economics), Mary 
Bennett (Anglicare), Professor Michelle Rendall 
(Monash University), Dr Mala Raghavan (WEN Tas & 
Uni Tas) 

Organised by National 
WEN Committee and 
Tas WEN 

WEN Presentation at Australasian 
Teaching Economics Conference 
(ATEC22) (14 July 2022) 

Associate Professor Duygu Yengin (WEN), Wendy 
Mockler (WEN), Dr Leonora Risse (WEN) 

Organised by ATEC 

Snacks and Socialising with WEN 
Victoria (19 July 2022) 

Networking event Hosted by Vic WEN 

Violence against women in 
Australia (26 July 2022) 

Professor Deborah Loxton (University of Newcastle) Hosted by SA WEN 

Social inclusion and diversity in 
economics (16 Aug 2022) 

Riki Polygenis (Australian Treasury),  Stoja Andric 
(Vic Gov), Isabelle Layton (Vic Gov), Solmaz Moslehi 
(Monash Uni) 

Hosted by Vic WEN in 
partnership with 
Monash University 

Gender Responsive Budgeting in 
Australia: Insights into 
Government Budget Statements 
and Processes (18 Aug 2022) 

Emeritus Professor Rhonda Sharp (UniSA) Dr Monica 
Costa (Curtin University), Professor Miranda Stewart 
(University of Melbourne), Professor Helen Hodgson 
(Curtin University), Associate Professor Julie Smith 
(ANU) 

Hosted by SA WEN 

Jobs and Skills Summit  
(1-2 Sep 2022) 

WEN Members invited to present and participate: 
Danielle Wood, Dr Leonora Risse, Dr Angela Jackson  

Invitation from 
Australian 
Government 

Gender Responsive Policymaking 
and Budgeting (8 Sep 2022) 

Dr Leonora Risse (RMIT & WEN), Dr Ramona 
Vijeyarasa (UTS), Nick Wood (NSW Treasury), 
Chirine Dada (AEMC) 

Hosted by NSW WEN 

A career outside the fold: being 
an influential economist 
anywhere (8 Sep 2022) 

Dr Angela Jackson (WEN & Impact Economics), 
Anthea Harris (Energy Security Board), Anna Cronin 
(Vic Gov), Louise Prossor (Deloitte), Lucy Percival 
(WEN), Rebekah Parker (Deloitte) 

Hosted by Vic WEN in 
partnership with 
Deloitte Access 
Economists 

WEN Linked Up (13 Sep 2022) Networking event Hosted by Qld WEN 

Circular economy action in 
regional SA (13 Oct 2022) 

Heather Bailey (WEN and BDO Search) and Anders 
Magnusson (BDO Search) 

Hosted by SA WEN in 
partnership with BDO 
Search 
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What Would a Gender-
Responsive 2022 Federal Budget 
Look Like? (18 Oct 2022) 

Sarah Hunter (KPMG), Besa Deda (Westpac), 
Professor Rae Cooper (University of Sydney) and 
Nicki Hutley (Independent economist) 

Hosted by NSW WEN 
in partnership with 
KPMG 

Federal Budget Lockup  
(25 Oct 2022) 

WEN represented by Dr Leonora Risse, WEN Chair Invitation from 
Australian 
Government 

Women in economics: Career 
stories (10 Nov 2022) 

Dr Sarah Cornell-Farrow, (FTI Consulting), Anna 
Barker (ACCC), Professor Louisa Coglan (QUT) 
Natasha Doherty Accenture Australia), Associate 
Professor Parvinder Kler (Griffith University), Dr Hui 
Xiao (CSIRO) 

Hosted by Qld WEN in 
partnership with 
Griffith University 

WEN Presentation at Public 
Sector Economists Conference 
(18 Nov 2022) 

Rebecca Cassells (Australian Treasury & WEN) Hosted by ANU 
Crawford School of 
Public Policy 

WEN Student Mentoring Program 
(19 Nov 2022) 

Mentoring event Hosted by ACT WEN 

Who has COVID left behind?  
(22 Nov 2022) 

Professor Stefanie Schurer (Uni of Sydney), Dr Silvia 
Mendolia (Uni of Wollongong), Cherie Josephson 
(CCIQ), Natasha Doherty (WEN) 

Hosted by Qld WEN 

Skills shortages and costs of living’ 
(24 Nov 2022) 

Jennifer Pitman (EY) Hosted by ACT WEN in 
partnership with EY 

How gender impacts outcomes in 
education and in family: An 
international perspective ( 
30 Nov 2022) 

Dr So Yoon Ahn (University of Illinois at Chicago) and 
Dr Rigissa Megalokonomou (University of 
Queensland) 

Hosted by SA WEN 

Labour market seminar: Degree 
recognition, network quality and 
the labour market outcomes of 
migrants in Australia (8 Dec 2022) 

Dr Ishita Chatterjee (Uni of WA) Hosted by SA WEN 

End-of-year Sundowner  
(22 Dec 2022) 

Networking event in partnership with WA ESA Hosted by WA WEN 

Credible Economist Blog 

WEN’s Credible Economist Blog Series is up and running, thanks to the innovative vision of WEN NSW 

Committee members Evie Fox Koob and Rhiannon Yetsenga.  

The blog’s recent writing competition attracted an array of exceptional entries from WEN members and 

these articles are now available for reading on the blog page. Congratulations to competition place-

winners Louisa Russell (author of ‘Why Quotas For Women In Politics Are A Good Idea According To 

Economics’), Rosie McCrossin (author of ‘Time, Blood And Money’) and Katie McGregor (author of 

‘Econobabble: The Enemy Of Economics’). And to recipients of Honourable Mentions Malithi Silva (author 

of ‘The Economic Role Of Unpaid Care In Australia: Why Economists Should Value Wellbeing Instead Of 

Efficiency’), Dr Sabina Albrecht (author of ‘The Economics of Refugee Resettlement’) and Greta Gordon 

(author of ‘Prisoners Of An Inflexible Labour Model’). Special thanks to Walkley-Award winning journalist 

and author Catherine Fox for offering her writing wisdom and judge’s acumen to this WEN initiative. 

The WEN Blog provides an excellent forum for WEN members to develop their communications skills and 

publish their insights. WEN members who would like to contribute to the Blog are invited to reach out to 

the NSW WEN Branch. It also makes for excellent summer reading for WEN members! 

https://esawen.org.au/content/1140/credible-economist-blog-series
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Media and public speaking opportunities 

WEN’s Register of Economists provides a database that journalists, conference organisers, policymakers 

and researchers use to find economists who are available to share their knowledge on specific topics. WEN 

membership permits you to add your name to the Register, by logging in to your ESA membership profile.  

We encourage members to share your input in this way, as this will help create a more gender balanced, 

diverse and vibrant collection of voices in Australia’s media and public discussions. 

This year WEN continued its fruitful collaboration with the ABC News Team, hosting a tailored workshop 

that gave WEN members the opportunity to directly meet ABC journalists and discuss news stories ideas 

with them. All WEN members who are interested in contributing to the media are also invited to add their 

profile to the ABC database self-nomination form. A big thankyou to Flip Prior and the ABC Team for your 

wonderful support and partnership with WEN. 

WEN resources for students 

WEN has invested in the creation of a range of resources for students. These resources are freely available 

to use to support prospective students in navigating their options and opportunities in economics 

What is economics all about? And where can it take you? A guide for students, parents and teachers  

This booklet provides with a fresh picture of what economics is all about. It explains the practical usefulness 

of studying economics and canvases the range of career opportunities that economics can lead to. It answers 

many of the questions that students and their parents often ask when contemplating career pathways. It is 

also designed to support teachers to assist students to navigate their study and career options.  

Career Journeys of Australian Economists  

This booklet shares the personal stories of over 30 professional 

economists in Australia. In their own words, they speak personally 

about their motivation for studying economics and reflect on the 

most rewarding and memorable moments of their careers.  

Economics… Understand the world around you  

This short video, available freely on YouTube, provides an uplifting 

and inspiring collation of interviews with economists. Designed to spark student interest, these interviews 

illustrate to students how economics equips you with a toolkit to make sense of the world, and can open up 

doors to a dynamic, purposeful and fulfilling career. 

Special acknowledgements  

WEN’s activities would not be possible without the voluntary efforts of our State and Territory committee 

members. We have been amazed at the efforts of committee members who have gone above and beyond 

expectations and embarked on creative initiatives which have proven to make a significant and long-lasting 

contribution towards WEN’s goals. WEN would especially like to recognise the valuable contributions of 

Isabelle Layton (Victoria WEN) and Evie Fox Koob and Rhiannon Yetsenga (NSW WEN).  

Isabelle is the innovator behind the Career Journeys of Australian Economists booklet, who detected an 

inquisitiveness among students to hear directly hear from economists themselves and created this booklet 

in response to that need, undertaking all 37 interviews herself! Evie and Rhiannon co-created the Credible 

Economist Blog Series, as a forum for WEN members to demonstrate their expertise, grow their 

communication skills, and have a public voice. Both of these fantastic initiatives epitomise WEN’s mission 

and motivation. We acknowledge and thank Isabelle, Evie and Rhiannon for their generosity of spirit to 

give their time to WEN in this way, and to empower and uplift others through their service. 

https://esawen.org.au/business-directory
https://yourquestions.abc.net.au/hc/en-au/requests/new?ticket_form_id=360008006736
https://esawen.org.au/study-item/38516/what-is-economics-all-about/?type_fr=889
http://esawen.org.au/440/images/WENCareerJourneysofAustralianEconomistsMarch2021.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtOU-DAVch0
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Message of appreciation from WEN Chair 

A warm thankyou to all WEN members for your ongoing support. Your membership enables WEN to 

continue to bring this range of resources and opportunities to members, as well as to advocate for more 

equitable and inclusive practises across the profession. We hope this update helps to illustrate various ways 

that WEN is striving to make a positive difference. 

WEN would not be possible without the administrative assistance of the amazing Diane Litherland, who 

is ably assisted by Rosie Crossing and Manuela Torgler. Thank you! 

It has been an honour and career highlight to serve as the WEN National Chair and I especially thank every 

member of the WEN National Committee who has given their time and dedication to keep WEN thriving 

and united across the country: Dr Angela Jackson (Deputy Chair), Dr Alexandra Lobb (Secretary), Carmela 

Chivers (Treasurer), Dr Kar Mei Tang (NSW WEN), Isabelle Layton (Vic WEN), Professor Louisa Coglan 

(Qld WEN Chair), Cassandra Winzar (WA WEN Chair), Associate Professor Duygu Yengin (SA WEN Co-

Chair), Dr Tania Dey (SA WEN Co-Chair), Dr Maria Yanotti (Tas WEN Chair), Linda Ward (ACT WEN Chair), 

Dr Maneka Jayasinghe (NT WEN Chair) and Wendy Mockler (Educational Advisor). 

With my term as National Chair now drawing to a close, it is a great joy to introduce WEN’s new Executive 

Team beginning in 2023: Dr Angela Jackson as the new WEN National Chair, Professor Swee Hoon 

Chuah as Deputy Chair (Academic), Dr Kar Mei Tang as Deputy Chair (Industry and Policy), and Dr 

Vandana Arya as Treasurer, with Dr Alexandra Lobb continuing as Secretary and Chirine Dada joining as 

a Committee member. As WEN continues to strengthen in its scope and dynamism, this is a brilliant team 

to lead WEN into its next exciting chapter. 

This update has packed in lots of facts and figures – as economists do! If there is one takeaway which I 

hope that WEN members and supporters feel has been WEN’s most valuable contribution and 

accomplishment – that can’t be captured by data – it’s a sense of community. For anyone who’s felt a little 

unsure about their place in economics, my hope is that WEN has provided you with the genuine 

reassurance and affirmation that you do belong in economics. That there is a place for you. And that your 

views, voice and lived experience are welcomed, respected and valued. These are the values that WEN will 

continue to espouse and advocate for.  

I hope that the wider Australian 

economic community feels proud and 

optimistic to have WEN as part of our 

profession. And that we can all 

embrace the collective benefits and 

exciting contributions that a more 

equitable, diverse, inclusive and 

vibrant profession is bringing. This 

isn’t just about a brighter future – the 

present is already shining!  

With warmest thanks and best wishes,  

Dr Leonora Risse 

WEN National Chair 
 

WEN Website https://esawen.org.au/      

LinkedIn Women in Economics Network    Facebook Women in Economics Australia 

YouTube Women in Economics Network    Twitter  @WomenEcon_AU 

https://esawen.org.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/women-in-economics-network/mycompany/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/@womenineconomicsnetwork8803/featured
https://twitter.com/WomenEconAU
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